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Going Nuclear Nuclear Proliferation And
The Defense Department is working to quickly procure a small, transportable nuclear reactor that could help bring energy to remote and austere environments. However, the program has drawn criticism ...
Portable Nuclear Reactor Program Sparks Controversy
The United Nations, European Union and many Security Council members are urging the United States and Iran to quickly put the 2015 nuclear deal aimed at reining in Tehran’s nuclear program back on tr ...
US and Iran show no move to put nuclear deal back on track
There are reasons why rational nuclear latent states often want to stay non-nuclear. As Iran’s next leader, President-elect Ebrahim Raisi, signals a hardening of Tehran’s foreign policy, negotiations ...
No-Go Negotiations: Iran May Not Be in a Rush to Get Nuclear Weapons
The Chinese plan to double the size of their nuclear arsenal by the end of the decade. Could the United States ever ensure effective nuclear deterrence with just nuclear-armed bombers and submarines?
Is the Air Force Prepared for China's Bigger Nuclear Arsenal?
That day, the world started the ball rolling towards ridding the world of nuclear weapons by setting up the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Today, the NPT is the treaty with the most signatories in ...
Nuclear proliferation – about to mushroom?
All of the nine nuclear powers, barring Israel and the United Kingdom, have a presence in the Indo-Pacific. The TPNW ...
Nuclear Activism and its relevance in the Indo-Pacific
As climate deadlines loom closer, pro-nuclear activists argue that nuclear power will be essential, but economics, political neglect, and retrograde anti-nuclear sentiment are undermining it as a ...
Nuclear Power Could Ease Climate Change, But Plants Are In Political Crosshairs
China is continuing to sell dangerous nuclear technology ... and you have to wonder what’s going on,” Mr. Van Diepen said. In addition to arms proliferation, China also has engaged in money ...
China continues proliferation of nuclear tech, missiles: Report
Oklo, a 22-person start-up, has an ambitious plan to make micro-nuclear reactors to power industrial sites, large companies, college campuses and remote areas.
Oklo has a plan to make tiny nuclear reactors that run off nuclear waste
Thirty two countries have developed civil nuclear energy programmes since the birth of nuclear technology in 1942 during the second world war. Following the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear accident, Belgium, ...
ARE THERE ANY NATIONS THAT HAVE GIVEN UP NUCLEAR AND WHY?
Today, China is not only a violator of global nuclear non-proliferation norms, but also presents the most convincing evidence of the non-proliferation regime’s ineffectiveness. The pattern of ...
China, Pakistan, and Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Pyongyang, October 24 (KCNA) -- Strong voices terming the U.S. a chieftain of nuclear weapons proliferation and the ... in a bid to go unchallenged in the military field on the basis of a nuclear ...
U.S. Chiefly to Blame for Nuclear Weapons Proliferation
UK lawmakers have urged the government to lift the UK’s nuclear power generation capacity to at least 10 GW by the early 2030s ...
UK Government Must Keep Investing In Nuclear Power Capacity
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Concerned about nuclear proliferation throughout Europe if new ... of a conventional war than if there is a risk of the conflict going nuclear. Defending an ally who might unilaterally take ...
Could Ukraine Drive Nuclear Proliferation in Asia?
Expectations are low that Joe Biden and Vladimir Putin can reach any significant accommodation during their first presidential summit on Wednesday in Geneva — with one possible exception: nuclear arms ...
Biden and Putin expected to make headway on nuclear talks
Russia has left the Treaty on Open Skies, a clear indication that relations with the United States are going back to the ... growing nuclear proliferation and an escalation in the arms trade.
Nuclear powers must stop playing nuclear chess and atomic roulette
That sentence might surprise many, but it’s true: when the organization achieves its long-standing goal of full implementation of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty, its members will no longer ...
NATO’s Nuclear Two-Step
Former top aides to President Donald Trump have begun an aggressive push to combat the teaching of critical race theory and capitalize on the ...
We Can’t Teach Our Nuclear Plant Operators About Critical Reactor Theory and Risk Them Learning About Radiation
“We had received information that one person identified as Jigar Pandya was going to illegally ... trafficking and theft of nuclear material could lead to nuclear proliferation and the possible ...
Paradox of nuclear security: India’s case?
An international organization with a monitoring and verification mandate should not have to go it ... of Iranian nuclear violations grows, and its illicit procurement and proliferation ...
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